ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Global warming problem is a world-wide one in 21th century. Study on the influences and causes of Global warming have been an issue with many disciplines of science. Facing the situation of gradual global warming and drier climatic conditions, deeply understanding the change rules of ET0 is vital for rediscovering the couple effects between surface and atmosphere, raising the management level of water and soil, drought detection and evaluation, rational exploition and utilization of water resources.
There are amount of studies on ET0 change rules from different angles and great achievements have been obtained, but limited researches have been studied on analyzing the vacillations characteristics of ET0 using empirical mode decomposition (EMD) method compared with the original research concentrated on ET0 variation trend [1] , spatial-temporal evolution [2] , sensitivity analysis [3] et al. EMD have advantages on processing non-linear and non-stationary data for its adaptive characteristic. Once proposed it has been widely used in data analyzing on ocean, atmosphere, motions of heavenly bodies and earthquake, machine fault diagnosis, modal parameter identification et al [4] .
EMD method was used in analyzing vacillations state features of ET0, WS, T, RH and SN in Fuxin city. The oscillation cycle was contrastively analyzed using Hilbert-Huang transformation and zero-crossing (ZC). The contributing rate of cumulative sums of squares for IMF in different time scale was calculated, and the correlation analysis between IMF of ET0 and WS, T, RH, SN was also counted using SAS9.2 software to excavate the features of oscillation cycle of different factors' IMF and the main oscillation cycle, analyze inner relation of different factors' IMF, deeply clarify the vacillations state features of ET0 with different time scale so as to provide reference for ET0 and a new resolving tool for ET0 study.
METHOD OF EMPIRICAL MODE DECOMPOSITION
Empirical Mode Decomposition, which was put forward by N.E. Huang in 1998, was a method of high signal and noise ratio for its advantages of non-linear and non-stationary signals series analysis. Complex signal could be broken up to limited IMF by EMD including the local characteristic time scale of the original signal. Each IMF disposed by EMD has two features: (1) From the global features, the number of extremum points must agree with the number of passing zero or up to a difference; (2) At a local point, the value of the arithmetic average of maximum envelope and minimum envelope was zero.
EMD was a method of cycling alternation algorithm which could be described as: (1) Initialize s0(t) =X(t). s0(t) was the time series;(2) Extract IMF component through cyclic operation; (3) Set si(t)= si-l(t)-IMFi (t);(4) If two or more extreme value still exist in si(t), step (2) was needed to repeat with reset i=i+1. Decomposition process was end with all IMFs extracted and the residual of si(t) was the tendency part. In fact step (2) called shifting process, was to decompose the original series to subsequence with different cycles to accumulate. The IMFs obtained were linear or non-linear. Time series decomposition was end with step (4) finishing.
The EMD process was to decompose the IMFs with high-frequency signal to IMFs with low-frequency signal. Tendency part or fixed value could be obtained at last.
EXAMPLE APPLICATION

Survey of Research Area
Fuxin city is located in the middle of the Inner Mongolia plateau and the Northeast Plain of the Liaohe River, and it is a hilly area of Western Liaoning (north latitude 42°10′, Longitude 122°). The climate is semi-arid and semi humid. In the spring, the temperature difference is large, and the annual average temperature is between 6.5~7.5℃. Annual average precipitation is 420~540mm.
The area has four distinct seasons with hot rainy season, adequate light and wind but less rain, drought is the major natural disasters in Fuxin City.
Applications and Analysis with EMD
According to the temperature (T), wind speed (WS), relative humidity (RH), sunshine hours (SN) of 1954-2006, the monthly cumulative sum of two stations' ET0 (Fuxin and Zhangwu) was obtained using the formula of Penman Monteith with removing invalid data and missing data interpolation. Defect data of this study was interpolated using conventional linear interpolation. All the data in the table including T, WS, RH, SN and ET0, are the mean value of corresponding elements between Fuxin and Zhangwu. To quantify vacillations state periodic features of T, WS, RH, SN and ET0, HHT and ZC method were both used to accumulate and analyze the changes of periodic features. According to HHT, the signals were converted into corresponding functions with amplitude and phase (formula 3). Based on the definition of a derivative, instantaneous angle-velocity was found. The average instantaneous angle-velocity (⍵) of IMFs of T, WS, RH, SN and ET0 were also obtained after transform process of HHT ( Table 1 ). The average instantaneous angle-velocity of all IMFs of the meteorological factors decreased along with EMD decomposition. It is much in accord with results of Fig. 1-Fig. 5 . which clearly showed the frequency gradually decreased over time. The min and max value of IMF were 0.01 r·m 
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Where N is for length of time series, Ta=12,
The different IMFs' average period of meteorological factors were obtained with HHT method (Table 2) . It can be concluded that: (1) the average period calculated by HHT and ZC are same and a larger deviation of IMF occurred in last stages of calculation. When calculating the average period of IMF with high-frequency signal, the ZC method could be used instead of HHT. case of contributing rate of variance, the max contributing rate of variance of T factor was IMF1 reaching 93% and its average period of vacillations state features was about 1 year; the max contributing rate of variance of WS factor was IMF2 reaching 35% and the average period was 0.6 year; In the same, the max contributing rate of variance RH, SN, T was all IMF2 reaching 64.5%, 40%, 84.3% and their average period was 0.8, 0.7, 1 year, respectively.
Where N is for length of IMFi; ZCi is for zero number of IMFi. Correlation analysis completed by SAS9.2 software was used to deeply explore the relation between IMFs of ET0 and IMFs of T, WS, RH, SN (Table 3) . Results in the table showed that R(ET0_IMF2, T_IMF1), R(ET0_IMF6, WS_IMF7), R(ET0_IMF6, RH_IMF7) and R(ET0_IMF7, WS_IMF8) is high. Absolute value of the correlative coefficient was 0.83, 0.72, -0.77 and 0.94, and more than 0.7 (P < 0.01). It indicated that there are positive correlations between IMF2, IMF6, IMF7 of ET0 and IMF1 of T, IMF7, IMF8 of WS, and that a negative correlation between IMF6 of ET0 and IMF7 of RH. Compared with the features of cycle in table 2, the results also showed that for the IMFs of T, WS, RH, SN and ET0, any two highly related IMF components have similar or equal vacillations state cycles. However, IMF components with similar vacillations state cycles didn't necessarily have high correlations.
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
Results showed that with the original series decomposition, the frequency and amplitude of each IMFs component of 4 factors decreased but the cycle increased. IMF converted non-linear to linear. In case of contributing rate of variance, the max contributing rate of variance of T factor was IMF1 reaching 93% and its average period of vacillations state features was about 1 year; the max contributing rate of variance of WS factor was IMF2 reaching 35% and the average period was 0.6 year; In the same, the max contributing rate of variance RH, SN, T was all IMF2 reaching 64.5%, 40%, 84.3% and their average period was 0.8, 0.7, 1 year, respectively. For the cycle of ET0, when calculating the average period of IMF with high-frequency signal, the ZC method could be used instead of HHT. There are positive correlations between IMF2, IMF6, IMF7 of ET0 and IMF1 of T, IMF7, IMF8 of WS, and that a negative correlation between IMF6 of ET0 and IMF7 of RH.
In fact, after decomposition of T, WS, RH, SN and ET0 with the EMD method, their first moment of IMF was all smooth and its second moment fluctuation is little. The non-stationary degree of IMF decreased compared to original series although non-linear series still exist in IMF. It demonstrated that the complex and non-stable original series change to limited stable series of IMF after decomposition with EMD method. ET0 prediction could be achieved by overlaying each IMF forecasted in former limited stable series. Similar results were also studied by Zhu Zhihui 2007 [5] . The time scale of vacillations state of the closely related IMF was similar or equal when correlation analysis was conducted among IMFs but IMF with similar time scale didn't always have higher correlation. This conclusion could be a theoretical basis for further study on vacillations state features of ET0. 
